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The acquisition of the S. D. Kitson bequest of Cotman drawings, which was
the subject of an article in the last issue of the Calendar, has a significance more
far-reaching than its size and importance. This collection, consisting of about
eleven hundred items, i» not wholly constituted of exhibition material. Less
than half of it is ever likely to be displayed in the galleries. It is material
which is intended f'r a study collection. Mr. Kit»on expressed the hope that
his accumulations of Cotmania would one day be made available to students,
and it may well be that it will form the nucleus of a prints and drawings room
at Leeds.
Yorkshire has no substantial collection of study material of this kind, and
those who wish to undertake any research must of necessity resort to one or
other of the larger London museums. It is to these vast and unwieldy storehouses that all such collections at present gravitate, to disappear into a highly
respectable oblivion from which they are on all too rare occasions resurrected
when required by an individual for reference. There may be arguments for
the centralisation of'tudy material, but a regional collection would be an
inspiration to potential students of art history and art appreciation in our
local universities and art colleges.
At present these students must rely on exhibited material in local galleries,
the inadequate permanent collections and short-period temporary exhibitions.
Displayed material is only one aspect of Art Gallery service, but it is too often
regarded as the only one. Most provincial galleries consist only of exhibition
rooms with, in most cases, inadequate and unsuitable storage accommodation.
Many people, including responsible committees, often tend to regard public
exhibition as the only function of an Art Gallery.
Material which is normally kept in the cellar is not necessarily rubbish.
There may be pictures, at present unfashionable, which admirably illustrate
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a particular period, or aspect, of painting;

drawings and prints which would
not make an impressive display in the galleries and reproductions which a
self-respecting gallery would not show. But much of it would be valuable to
the student, if properly documented, classified and accessible.
YVith such a valuable nucleus as the Kitson collection provides, together
with many stored drawings and prints, the Leeds Art Gallery has the beginnings
of what could become a valuable collection. Augmented with photographs,
catalogues, books, lantern slides and the regular acquisition of study material,
as distinct from exhibition material, it would be possible to provide an
unprecedented service in the county. Already stored collections of pottery and
costume are in regular use by art students. I» it too optimistic to hope that
the Kitson bequest will one day form the basis of a study collection in the
gallery which will offer almost as important a service to the community as
the exhibition galleries themselves?
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SOME RECENT ACQUISITIONS
Among the more important purchases of the last few months are paintings
—
by Harold Gilman (i878—i9i9) and Spencer Gore (i878 t9r4), the two
Both were
of
painters.
Town
of
Camden
members
the
outstanding
group
introduced
were
which
to
French
Impressionism
they
influenced
strongly
by
by Lucien Pissarro who came to this country in r89i. Although they are still
regarded as minor masters, the finest productions of Gilman and Gore are
amongst the loveliest and most masterly things in British painting during
the last hundred years. Balcony, Mornington Crescent by Gore is an excellent
example of brilliant use of colour which glows with atmospheric freshness.
Gilman's Interior with a Figure is the kind of subject in which he excelled. It is
a composition of pure paint in which the solid structure of the subject is built
up in vigorous brush strokes of vivid colour. The painting was formerly in
the collection of his friend and colleague, Charles Ginner. An article on
pictures in the Leeds Collection by members of the Camden Town Group
will appear in the Spting issue.
Very different from these two paintings is the Whitstable Oystermen by
Tristram Hillier which is also a recent purchase. By comparison it is hard,
flat and almost metallic. Its quality is achieved by meticulous draughtsmanship rather than by colour, but it represents an interesting aspect of contemporary painting of which Edward Wadsworth was the outstanding exponent.
Two works were bought from the recent Yorkshire Artists'xhibition,
The Pier, Cromer, a painting by Florence Hess, and Annunciation, a plaster figure
by Jocelyn Horner. Both artists have been regular exhibitors in Yorkshire
exhibitions for some years and both show the same highly sensitive qualities,
the first in colour and the second in subtle forms. Florence Hess received her
early training under the Leeds artist Mark Senior. Although most of her
recent works are small in size, they are extremely vigorous and full of light and
atmosphere. Henry Moore was the guiding influence and inspiration for the
works of Jocelyn Horner. She does not follow his pattern, but achieves in a
more realistic form the same fundamental sculptural qualities.
One of the more amusing acquisitions is the painting of Dogs given by
Barnes t796". Barnes is
Mr. G. W. Snowden. It bears the inscription
not recorded as an artist but it is obvious that he was an amateur who had
received little or no instruction in painting or drawing. The picture has all
the naivete of a child or a primitive, executed without knowledge of the rules
of painting or perspective. The subject is seen with childlike clarity and set
down with something of the inventiveness and intensity of a Rousseau.
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A pastel Head of a Girl by Jacob Kramer, given by Mrs. D. U. McGrigor
Phillips, and an etching Head of a Faun by Joseph Heckt, have also been added
to the collection. An article on Jacob Kramer appears in this issue.
A pair of carved and gilt framed Georgian mirrors dating from about
i7<o —5o which have been on loan at Temple Newsam during the past two
years, have now been bought. These mirrors were sold at Hickleton Hall,
but it is known that they were formerly at Temple Newsam and probably
used in the Long Gallery.

LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
JOINT PUBLISHERS OF THE

ARTS CALENDAR
with

the

LIBRARIES AND ARTS (ART GALLERY AND TEMPLE NEWSAM
SUB-COMMITTEE

HOUSE)

The Fund was founded in I 9 I 3 to raise money for the purchase of works
of art for the Leeds Art Gallery. Works of all kinds are now acquired for the

Art Gallery and Temple Newsam.
More than ever before the Fund is taking an important part in the social
activities of these two great institutions. Its secondary endeavour is to bring
together people who are interested in the arts.
Excursions are organised during the summer to places of interest in
Yorkshire. Last year a soiree was held at Temple Newsam which it is hoped
will be arranged as an annual event. Invitations are sent to all members for
opening, private views and other functions, at the Art Gallery and
Temple Newsam.
The Leeds Art Calendar is sent free to all subscribers of one guinea per year.
Membership is open to all who wish to become associated with this society
of friends of the Art Gallery and Temple Newsam. The minimum annual
subscription is one guinea.
Why not send a subscription now to:—
The Hon. Treasurer,

MR. EDMUND ARNOLD, I 2 BUTTERLEY STREET> LEEDS IO
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Two Complementary
NATIONAL

Exhibitions

EXHIBITION OF CHILDREN'S ART

From January 6th to February 5th the National Exhibition of Children'
Art, organised by the Sunday Pictorial, will be shown at the City Art Gallery.
This fresh and stimulating exhibition includes about two hundred and fifty
works by British children, selected from about forty-seven thousand submitted.
The responsible committee was constituted of outstanding experts whose
judgment of the essential qualities of the paintings of children was not likely
to be deflected by precocity or teacher-influence.
The exhibition is immediately colourful and lively, full of excitement and
gaiety. What a different eflect there would have been from a corresponding
exhibition of twenty-five years ago when the idea of art-teaching in schools
was to stultify all natural expression in order to achieve accuracy of drawing.
How well some of us remember the cone, the pyramid, the cube and the
wilting daflodil; the tedious hour with pencil and rubber and hard unyielding
blocks of petrified paint.
But to-day the practice of art in schools has taken on a far deeper significance
than merely teaching "how to do it." It is a means of encouraging the child
to express itself and to realise itself fully as a creative being. In the words of
Mr. Arthur Lismer, the Canadian pioneer of the new method, "to lead out
from the child, encouraging every spark of feeling and originality and to aid
in the expansion and co-ordination of hand, eye and mind towards the
development of a more emotionally active and alive little personality." This
enlightened method of the teaching of art to children is most wonderfully
explained in Art and the Child by Marion Richardson. The book is more than
a mere exposition of the new method, it is in itself a work of art in that it
conveys some of the thrill and excitement which its pioneer author experienced
in watching the creation of real works of art by children which were the direct
result of her inspiration.
She shows how readily the child expresses itself
directly and inventively when awakened to the pictorial possibilities of a scene
or an idea.
Young children quite naturally react and express themselves emotionally,
using shapes and colours regardless of any attempt to be realistic, but anxious
only to set down the products of their lively imaginings. This quality of using
shape and colour emotionally is vital to every work of pictorial art but
unfortunately it is too often irretrievably lost during adolescence when technical
accomplishment takes precedence and later often obliterates it completely.
A complete work of art requires a synthesis of both these qualities. It is this
emotionalism, which the child has in abundance, that is so often lacking in the
Page
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works of mature painters.
The academic painter, highly accomplished in
technical skill, can be as far from achieving a true work of art as a young child
who lacks the qualities of organisation, control and mastery of technique.
It
has been said and perhaps rightly, that the word art should not be applied to
the immature and wholly natural expressions of young children. If this is so,
then it might equally well apply to a great number of mature and unnatural
painters. I say unnatural because it is an accepted fact that representation,
with which most academic pictures are concerned, only manifests itself at a
highly sophisticated stage of man's development.
During the last one hundred years, which has seen so many lively developments in the Acids of painting and sculpture, serious artists have been turning
to the art of primitive races to seek this very quality of artistic expression
which comes so readily and naturally to the savage, as well as to the young
child. But it is not a quality that can be developed intellectually (surely there
is no painting so bad as that which is consciously "naive "). It is a quality
that is part of the natural heritage of every human being. We tend to subdue
emotions to our reason, which develops later in life, and in a civilized society
reason takes precedence and too often becomes all-important.
But reason
alone can never express the complete individual
who is fundamentally
emotional. If we are to achieve completeness as individuals these two great
qualities which characterize man must develop together.
There are many people who say that exhibitions of children's art should not
be shown in public because of the danger of giving the children a wrong
impression of their importance or potentialities as artists. Against this I would
say that it is an excellent corrective for most adults to see such exhibitions
from time to time and be made conscious of the existence of natural qualities
which, though perhaps dormant in most of us, are essential to the creation or
appreciation of any real work of art.
Art practice in schools is not intended for training children to become
artists. Happily few of them will choose painting as a life-study or as a
profession. But as a result of this new method of training, there is every
likelihood that the child will grow up with a greater consciousness of its own
creative abilities, and with a more profound appreciation of that quality which
we call art.
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Polish Folk Art
POLISH FOLK ART
In many ways complementary to the exhibition of children's art is the
collection of Polish Folk Art which will be shown at the City Art Gallery
from February i3th to March 7th. This exhibition, organised by the Polish
Cultural Institute and circulated by the Arts Council, offers an excellent
opportunity for the study of Polish Folk culture as well as an exciting artistic
experience.
The same spirit of emotional intensity found in the work of young children
also dominates this exhibition, but with an essential difference. Polish peasant
art is dominated by Christianity, and practically all the exhibits are of a
sacred character. Everywhere in Poland in cottages, by the roadside, at
river crossings, in churches, burial grounds and in village squares, one finds
sculptural crucifixes and figures of saints. For sculpture, mainly in soft woods,
is perhaps the most important aspect of Polish art. Paintings on canvas,
paper
and glass are to be found in almost every Polish cottage hung as a frieze
around the top of the wall. These are sacred pictures usually gathered by the
family from various places of pilgrimage.
Not infrequently they are free
interpretations of pictures in churches which have been credited with miracleworking qualities.
This peasant culture flourished between t75o and igoo, though it is still an
important aspect of Polish life. In many instances to-day, however, religious
themes are giving way to landscapes, flower pictures and illustrations, and
a great tradition is gradually being broken.
Most of these works are by artists whose names have not been recorded,
and except in a few instances it would be impossible to trace the style of any
one individual.
Furthermore, in the case of pictures particularly, the artist
was often a pedlar not only of his own work but of others picked up in his
travels by itinerant artists. The picture dealer who travelled from house to
house with his sack of pictures on his back was a familiar figure in Poland up
to the end of the igth century. It was the picture and its place of origin that
mattered to the purchaser, the artist responsible for it was of no importance.
To most people the sculpture will prove to be the most interesting part of
the exhibition. Almost one hundred pieces can be seen and all resolve themselves into about ten subject themes. But this does not indicate any lack of
variety of treatment. The only common characteristic is their simplicity and
directness of purpose. Fundamentally they follow the pattern of folk sculpture
the world over, and one can find striking affinities with the work of primitive
peoples.

—
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OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

JANUARY 8 to
FEBRUARY 4

CHILDREN'S ART EXHIBITION

A National Exhibition of Children's Art organised by the Sunday
Pictorial including 272 pictures by boys and girls from 5 to 16
selected from a total entry of 47,000 submitted from all parts of
the country. This is the second exhibition of its kind to be held
and the exhibits have been chosen by a committee of experts.

FOLK ART IN POLAND

From FEBRUARY 13

Polish folk art flourished between 1750 and 1900. Throughout
Poland are places of pilgrimage with churches containing pictures
On various holy days, thousands of
regarded as miracle-working.
peasants make pilgrimages to these places and take home a holy
picture as a memento. This exhibition shows a collection of these
peasant sculptures and paintings.

INTERNATIONAL

MARCH 16 to 30

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EX HI BITION

An exhibition of photographs from twenty-nine
organised by the Yorkshire Evening News.

different countries

Central Court Exhibitions

FEBRUARY

4 to 12

FEBRUARY

An exhibition
Camera Club.

of photographs

of the Leeds

LEEDS PHILATELIC SOCIETY

20 to 26

Picture of the Month
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB

taken by members

JOHN JACKSON

Portrait of Lady Mary Howard from Castle Howard
The Adoration

School of MABUSE

of the Kings from Carlton House, Wakefield

THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH

MARCH

Wick Rocks, Bath from Burton Agnes Hall

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING

SUNDAYS, 11-30 to DUSK

PICTURES FROM THE PERMANENT
COLLECTION

A selection of 17th, 18th and 19th century paintings from the
permanent collection will be exhibited in the picture gallery rooms
during the winter months.
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SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
JANUARY
Recent Acquisitions
Behrens Collection of Colour Prints
from the Manchester City Art Gallery
17th Century Dutch Paintings
West Riding Artists
Exhibitions of Paintings by Red Taylor
Regency Brighton Architecture
South Yorkshire Churches
Victoria and Albert Museum Watercolours
The Maleham Bequest
New English Art Club
Francis Towne Watercolours
lent by Sir Wm. Worsley, Bart.
Drawings by Degas
Council of Industry Fair

Harrogate, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Rotherham, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

R.I.B.A. Prize Paintings
Pictures from the Collection of the Earl of Plymouth

Royal Society of Miniature Painters

Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Batley, Bagshaw Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery

Gordon Craig Exhibition
Exhibition of Paintings by
Young Contemporaries of 1949
Doncaster Art Club Annual Exhibition

Old and New
Nature Photographs
Loan selection from Oldham Municipal Art Gallery
New English Art Club

to Jan. 29

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

to Jan. 31
to Jan. 31
to Feb. 4
7 to 28
7 to 29
7 to 29
7 to 31
7 to Mar. 6
7 to Feb. 4

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10 to
14 to
30 to
30 to
31 to

Feb. 5
Feb. 11
Feb. 25
Feb. 5
Mar. 3

FEBRUARY
February
Feb. 4 to 26

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

4 to 26
4 to Mar. 5
8 to Mar. 5
13 to Mar. 4
15 to Mar. 15
18 to Mar. 18

MARCH
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall

Picasso Lithographs
Sea Pictures
East Riding Artists
Harrogate Photographic Society
Modern Paintings
Pictures from the Collection ot the Sheffield
Society for the Encouragement of Art
A Survey of English Landscapes
Photographic Exhibition
57th Annual Spring Exhibition

page

Mar. 1 to 31
Mar. 1 to May 3
Mar. 4 to April 16
Mar. 5 to April 2
Mar. 8 to April

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
From

8 to 23
8 to April 3
9 to April 2

Mar. 24

CHRIST ON THE CROSS

Wood Carving

SHOWN IN THE EXHIBITION OF FOLK ART IN POLANQ

I9$"

Perhaps no form of art lacks appreciation more than that of sculpture. The
classic ideal led civilised people at an early stage towards the possibilities of
accurate representation in three dimensions. But peasant artists, and the great
medieval carvers used the medium of sculpture purely as a form of expression.
There is a strong tendency to regard representation as the end of sculpture,
The emotional intensity
but this is a comparatively recent development.
which can be conveyed through this medium surpasses all other forms of
Though a high
visual art. The primitives never use sculpture realistically.
standard of technical accomplishment has been arrived at by artists of certain
primitive races over many hundreds of years of development, they rarely seek
to imitate what they see but adhere rigidly to traditional forms. The most
interesting thing about Polish sculpture is that there are no set forms. Each
artist appears to approach his task unhampered by tradition, though limited
in subject matter, to express himself in a highly individual manner.
Just as the pictures in the exhibition of children's art arouse in us an
emotional response in terms of paint, so will these carvings convey their
message of feeling, rather than explanation, in terms of shapes.

CHRIST FALLING UNDER THE CROSS

Wood Carving

SHOWN IN THE EXHIBITION OF FOLK ART IN POLAND
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A Leeds Artist
JACOB KRAMER

T. A.

LAMB

Born at Klinci in the province of Chernigov in the Ukraine, Jacob Kramer
came to this country as a small boy at the beginning of the century. His
parents had both been connected with artistic pursuits. His mother was an
opera singer whose father, a merchant, had spent much of his time and money
organising a circuit of small theatres in villages and arranging performances
for the benefit of country folk. His father was a painter who after studying
under Repine at the Petrograd academy, won the patronage of Baron Ginsberg
and was thus introduced to court circles where he designed decors and
costumes for tableaux vivants. His career, however, was cut short by his
revolutionary
activities which made it necessary for him to leave Russia.
When he was refused admission to the U.S.A. owing to an eye affection,
Kramer's father settled with his family in Leeds.
Kramer's talent for drawing aroused the interest of the headmaster of the
elementary school to which he had been sent and he was encouraged to study
art. Meanwhile his father, unable to find more suitable employment, had
taken to retouching photographs and for a time Kramer acted as his assistant.
He also attended evening classes at the Leeds School of Art where Haywood
Rider, the headmaster, fully conscious of his great promise, encouraged him
to try for a scholarship and become a full time student. Kramer acted on this
advice and won first a junior, and three years later, a senior scholarship. More
influential persons now became interested in his work and through the good
offices of Sir Michael Sadler, at that time vice-chancellor of Leeds University,
and of Sir William Rothenstein, Kramer was enabled to obtain a studentship
at the Slade where he studied for two years. Haywood Rider, who later
became a very good friend of the artist, was perhaps not unnaturally sorry to
lose his prize pupil, and when he was refused a testimonial Kramer decided
to act on his own initiative and left for London. Among his teachers at the
Slade were Ambrose McEvoy, Tonks and Wilson Steer, and his fellow students
included Gertler, Currie, Stanley Spencer, Bomberg and William Roberts,
who later married his sister.
Kramer was thus thrown into the centre of that artistic ferment generated
in England by the first post-impressionist exhibition of agro which gave birth
to so many art movements, cubism, futurism, vorticism and so on, all professing
varying creeds but all united in their outspoken contempt for academic
painting. The battle of the Academicians versus the Moderns, which even
Page
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JEWS PRAYING ON THE DAY OF ATONEMENT
Oil on canvas 39 x 48

PRESENTED BY THE JEWISH COMMUNITY

JACOB KRAMER

I920

to-day sometimes produces a diverting skirmish, was then in full swing and
Kramer joined the ranks of the "moderns" with relish but at the same time
intensely conscious of his vocation. One of these Slade students, Bomberg,
may have been the first to bring the doctrine of cubism from Paris to London.
Kramer himself had produced one of the earliest examples of post-impressionist
painting in England about I9I0 in a picture which he has described as "my
first real work." This shows a mother standing in the open feeding her baby.
When this picture came before the hanging committee of the New English
Art Club, it became the centre of lively and probably acrimonious discussion.
It was, however, supported by several discerning artists, among them Ambrose
McEvoy and Augustus John, and the painting was included in the exhibition.
About twenty years later Kramer "rediscovered" this early work in the
Wakefield Art Gallery to which it had been loaned by a private collector and
Commenting to a reporter
it was hung in the West Riding Artists'xhibition.
on his own work on that occasion, Kramer described it "as remarkably free
Page r9

from sickly sentimentality;

things."

roughly,

it

is meant

to portray

the growth

of

After leaving the Slade, Kramer appears to have spent a short period in
Paris before returning to London, where he rapidly established a reputation
as a leading figure among the younger generation of painters.
In igig an
exhibition of his work with that of Fred Lawson, also a former student, was
staged in the Leeds School of Art and opened by Sir Michael Sadler who paid
a warm tribute to Kramer's art which, he said, "had interpreted to them (the
people of Leeds and Bradford) the humanity, the romance and pathos of the
life of their city." The following year Kramer became a member of the
recently founded London Group and exhibited works in their March exhibition
alongside those of Wadsworth, Roberts and Nevinson, all of whom were
described by Wyndham Lewis in a review of the exhibition as belonging to
"the Vorticist or Cubism section" as opposed to the Fauves such as Adeney
and the Camden Town Group whose outstanding representatives were Gilman
and Ginner, who, incidently,
had sponsored Kramer's election. About
Kramer's work Wyndham Lewis appears to have felt somewhat dubious
("Mr. Jacob Kramer shows us a new planet risen on our horizon: he inaptly
calls it the Earth which it is not. It is still rather molten, and all sorts of
objects and schools are in its melting pot") but he was evidently sufficiently
impressed to invite Kramer to submit two paintings (Man and Woman and
Pebbles) and two drawings (Dance of Death and 7he Heart) to his own Vorticist
exhibition in the following June, which included works by several other artists,
including Bomberg and Duncan Grant, whose aim was considered similar to that
of the Vorticist Group. In i gran also, Kramer painted one of his most remarkable works, the Death of Mp Father, which was acquired by Sadler and included
in the t928 retrospective exhibition of the London Group. In composition
this picture, with its still figure lying diagonally across the picture space,
resembles the much later painting Clap (reproduced here), but emotionally
there is less anguish, more silence and pathos.
In rgi6 Kramer painted another well known painting, Zhe jew, which was
reproduced the following year in the March number of the magazine Colour
with an enthusiastic comment by C. Lewis Hind who compared Kramer's art
with that of the Egyptians and Assyrians and "the unknown men who carved
the statues on Easter Island." A rather different point of view was put forward
by Frank L. Emanuel in a letter which was published in the geurish World on
August the I5th under the heading: "Anarchy and Twaddle in Modern Art."
Such attacks were, of course, a characteristic feature of contemporary journalism, but a letter written by Kramer and published in the yorkshire Evening Post
in answer to a similar attack by Mark Senior shows that he was well equipped to
frame a reply. It is perhaps worth quoting as a statement of his views: "Many
modern artists have striven
and surely succeeded
to express spiritual values.
They have sought to get beyond mere technique to the 'hidden essence'o
Page zo

POGROMS, IgIg

Oil on canvas 4o

x 3o

PRESENTED BY THE JEWISH COMMUNITY)
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JACOB KRAMER
19QO

which technique is subordinate.
In the process they have eliminated a good
deal of the technical complexity of traditional art, its crowded detail, its
multiplication of the trees which prevented it seeing the wood. They have
leaped at reality, and reproduced it with as little complexity as possible...
But modern art is no longer pioneering only. It has achieved, it has created.
It is vital and spiritual, and provides a great contrast to the mere academy
type of picture, with its niceness, its prettiness, its craven fear of reality and
beauty, its frills and flounces."
This phase in Kramer's development culminated in the two paintings
presented by the Jewish Community in Leeds to the Art Gallery, Pogroms, I9I9
and jerEs Praying on the Day of Atonement. The exaggerated proportions of the
frail, agonised old woman's hand in the first painting, intended by the artist
to emphasise her suffering, was severely criticised at the time as absurd and
unnatural.
The second painting shows a number of Jews praying in a
It is supremely peaceful and the colours are appropriately
synagogue.
subdued.

CLAY

x 86
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Oil on canoas 284
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Oil on canvas, 29

x 24
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JACOB KRAMER

1934

THE JAPANESE GIRL

Oil on canvas 3o

x
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On emerging from two years'ervice as a soldier towards the end of the war,
Kramer was welcomed back to civilian life by an exhibition of his drawings
at the Adelphi Gallery organised by Frank Rutter and Herbert Read. This
included several drawings of Jewish inspiration, but the titles of others (Head
of a Russian, 7heatricals and Porters, g.lo a.m.!, Heavylroeights, Sunday Morning etc.)
are sufficient indication that Kramer had by no means confined himself to a
single theme and that not all his work was of that intensely austere kind to
which Death of mp Father and 7he peto belong, although it might be claimed
with some justice that it is these works which are his most individual achievement. Kramer has, of course, also made a very large number of portraits in
oil paint, pastel, lithography, charcoal, pen and inka variety of mediums
and these are of great interest not only as works of art but as documents
recording the features of the many remarkable people with whom he has been
on friendly terms, many of whom are famous writers, actors and actresses,
musicians or scientists. Among these his portrait of Delius in the Leeds Collection
This clearly is far more than the pictorial record of a famous
is outstanding.
and sculptural qualities which are found in
musician. It has monumental
many of Kramer's best portraits, though in many of his smaller portraits,
particularly those of children, there is an intimacy and charm which reveal a
different aspect of his genius.
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DORA GORDINE —
Recent Sculpture
The HOWARD BLISS COLLECTION
ALFRED STEVENS —
150 Drawings

AUGUSTUS JOHN O.M., R.A.—
Paintings and
Drawings

—
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WILLIAM SCOTT Recent Paintings
GORDON CRAIG Drawings and Engravings
JOHN PIPER New Pictures
MERLYN EVANS Imaginative Paintings
EDWARD BAWDEN Recent Water-colours

—
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The MICHAEL SADLER Collection
The HUGH WALPOLE Collection
The Art Collection of Sir W. ROTHENSTEIN
The HUGH BLAKER Collection
The LOUIS FERGUSSON Collection
BATESON MASON Paintings
IVON HITCHENS Paintings
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Paintings

—
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"THE NEGRESS"

Oil painting on canvas, 28
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24 inches
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